Abstract-These Semantic Web promises to describe semantic information about its resources based on metadata concept. There are various schemes for querying metadata described with RDF and RDFS for effective query retrieval. Akioyoshi Matono et al. proposed indexing and query processing scheme for path based RDF query using suffix array. Sung Wan Kim proposed improved and efficient scheme for query processing based on longest common prefix concept. The results were shown using RDQL queries. There are two deficiencies, one that the proposed scheme deals with forward or backward queries and does not target resources in the middle of RDQL query. Second, various forms of RDQL queries especially based on sub-query concepts can not be answered from both the above cited schemes. In our proposed work, we have formally discussed proposed schemes to remove both these deficiencies and proposed respective solutions. The proposed work has been analyzed empirically and have found correct. The work will help to improve effectiveness in the search and retrieval of resources from suffix based RDF indexing using RDQL queries.
I. INTRODUCTION
In current years, the role of web has been revolutionized globally in about all fields of life. Semantic Web [1] , [2] promises to add semantics and sense to web content. The open secret behind all such promises is metadata. For the purposes of advanced processing, currently available metadata on web is insufficient, both in terms of quality and quantity. The Semantic Web, on the other hand, makes it possible to perform high-level processes, such as question-answer, reasoning, deduction, semantic searches etc.
RDF (Resource Description Framework) [3] is framework to describe data and their semantics. RDFS (Resource Description Framework Schema) [4] is used to specify schematic information, for instance, resources, properties, and classes. It exploits web link structure to use URIs to assign to object subject relationships known as triplets. This model benefits us with using and mixing of structured as well as semi-structured data across diverse applications. RDQL (RDF Data Query Language) [5] has been implemented in many RDF systems for extracting information from RDF graphs.
The Paper has been formulated as follows: After introduction of the domain knowledge, then background information about the terms and concepts under consideration like suffix array, basic and improved indexing of RDF graph based on suffix array. Then problem definition has been discussed briefly, then detailed problem has been defined and proposed methods for solution of the problem have been discussed in formal way. This work is somewhat different than our previous works [6] , [7] but those works introduced us to lead towards semantic web. .It is worth mentioning that figures related to all concepts and sample RDF graph for explanation have been taken same as those defined in [8] , [9] for ease of understanding for the reader.
II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
A. Suffix Array A suffix at the position i in a given text, is the sub-sequence beginning from i-th position to the end. For the sample text ' mississippi', the suffix at position 6 is 'ssippt'. If we sort all suffixes of string then putting it an array forms suffix array [10] . In other words, it is a list of all extracted suffixes of text in lexicographical order. Whenever suffix pattern repeats in the text, all the suffixes appear consecutively in the suffix array. By applying binary search on the suffix array, a specific string pattern can be retrieved. With the help of suffix array, for instance, taking text "abracadabra" as sample text to form the suffix array, first, index values are assigned to the sample text. Index values depict positions where binary search can be applied. In this example, as index values are specified character by character, so the sample text can be searched with the help of the suffix array. Resultantly, after sorting, the index values results in the suffix array for sample text [11] . 
B. Indexing Of Rdf Graph Based On Suffix Array
Akioyoshi Matono et al. [8] introduced an indexing scheme using suffix array to efficiently process the path-based queries over RDF data [8] . This scheme treats RDF data as a Directed Acyclic Graph and extracts all paths in the form of an alternation of labels of nodes and labels of arcs from root nodes to terminal nodes.
An example RDF graph is shown in the figure 4 to demonstrate the use of suffix array for indexing. An integer pair (pid, idx) has been assigned as an index point for each suffix, since suffixes are extracted from different paths. The steps to generate the suffix array are shown in Figure 5 showing that all the suffixes are sorted in lexicographical order and duplicate suffixes are eliminated. 
C. Improved Indexing of RDF Graph Based on Suffix Array
Sung Wan Kim proposed two schemes to improve query processing performance [9] . We hence proposed an index structure to reduce binary search space and introduced a query evaluation approach to reduce the overhead caused by repeating direct pattern matching. It devised algorithms for querying Forward and Backward RDQL queries on RDF graph using LCP (longest common prefix concept). The value of LCP_i 
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
There are two problems. Firstly, there is no method to find Resource, using RDQL query to retrieve resource mentioned in middle of RDQL query, from RDF graph based on Suffix Array technique. For example, following Fig. 4 , if we have no mechanism to find r3 from r1 p r2 p r3 p r4 n kr pattern. For details, the proposed mechanism provides sufficient example for understanding.
Secondly, as there are various possible shapes of RDQL thus to meet the requirement of those there is no mechanism to find from SA for other possible shapes of RDQL as cited on sub-query etc. We discuss the scenario and then solution in proposed method.
IV. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

A. Finding Resource from Middle Portion of RDF Graph
It is important that as the Suffix array based query retrieval mechanism [8] is giving us both forward query as well as backward, thus let us take the advantage of both such algorithms [12] . It is notable that we take the same RDF graph example as used in earlier work for consistency and ease of understanding. The proposed method can be decomposed into following steps: 1) First split the query intending to find resource in the middle of the RDF graph. But here arises question where to split the query, it is the point where we have mentioned the resource which we want to have output. After split, we have two sub queries, let us name the query from starting triple to the required output point as Sub-Query_Forwarding as the other sub-query that is formed with same select but where part but having only those remaining triples in this sub-query, which are in the Main Query but not in the Sub_Query_Forwarding. Let us denote it as Sub_Query_Backward. 2) Then, using the algorithm for Suffix Array, execute the Sub-Query_Forwarding and put the result into Set Result_Subset_Forward. 3) Then, using the algorithm for Suffix Array, execute the Sub-Query_Backward and put the result into Set Result_Subset_Backwartd. 4) Finally, taking intersection of both Result_Cubset_Forward and Result_Subset_Backward gives the desired output named as Output_Set Let us elaborate our proposed method with the help of an example. Then after first step, we get Sub_Query_Forward as follows Select ?y where (r1 p r5), (r5 p ?y), while Sub_Query_Backward is given as Select ?y where (?y n cn)
In second step, as we execute both queries, After executing sub_Query_Forard, we have Result_Subset_Backwartd = {r4, r6}, while after executing sub_Query_Backward, Result_Subset_Backward = { r6 }. Then taking intersection of both sets, we get the final desired output as Output_Set {r6}
B. Sub-Query Based Resource Retrieval from RDF Graph
Let us see what are the different scenarios in RQDL having Sub-query within one main RDQL query, that may not answered from Suffix array technique and algorithm mentioned in [9] .
1) One Triplet Query having Two Variables
To elaborate all the simple technique each for different scenarios for sub query processing, the following example have been taken.
Select ?x, ?ri where (?x px ?ri)
First search only suffixes of length 2 only in the suffix Now we have result of rx and rz, which is required one. However, it is important that the intermediate variable, such as y in this case can be blank node, so proper computational handling of blank node must be managed in the implementation, which is intuitive one as each blank do has unique URI.
4) Handling Filters for RDQL Query processing on RDF Graph based on Suffix Array
For applying filters in RDQL queries, the proposed scheme is again different ones. For instance, Select ?x where (?x n ?y) AND ?y >= 24
It is important to note that ?y is literal value as n is data property not object property, which is depicted as p in the given example. The query will not be split into sub queries but it looks for suffixes of length 3. Then it will retrieve only those suffixes of length 3 whose data property matches satisfies the condition given in the query.
V. CONCLUSION
Suffix array has been used for indexing in many perspectives but here we have examined the suffix array based RDF indexing using RDQL queries. The paper has been formulated on the work done by [8] , [9] in this domain. There were deficiencies in those works that have been addressed and solutions have been presented. First, in RDF graph, resources in the middle portion of RDF graph can not be retrieved, which has been solved by dividing the query into two queries for processing. Secondly, many other deficiencies which exist in the existing works at sub-query level has been explored, discussed and then solution of all such have been presented. This improves the effectiveness of the indexing mechanism due to targeting middle nodes in the RDF Graph. The work can be used in semantic caches using suffix arrays based on RDF Indexing and using RDQL queries to improve effectiveness.
